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About This Game

 COMMAND YOUR ARMY. HACK YOUR ENEMY TO PIECES. TURN THE
HILLS RED.

Deadhold is a gore infused, fast-action, tactical RTS. With support for up to 4 coop players, the gritty dark fantasy world of
Deadhold comes to life through its story driven campaign. In multiplayer, Deadhold supports up to 8 players in teams or 4

players in free for all, and a variety of game modes.

 A NEW KIND OF RTS

Deadhold’s gameplay is a unique mix of real-time tactics essentials like strategic positioning, unit classes, and physically based
simulation similar to such classic games as Myth and Dawn of War 2, combined with the items, loot, and leveling found in

action RPGs like Diablo and Path Of Exile. The result is a fresh take on the tactical RTS that should delight fans of both RTS
and ARPG genres.

Battles in Deadhold are physically modeled. The flight of an arrow is realistically simulated and will embed inside a units head,
arms, legs or chest. Unit movement is based on physics, increasing the value of tactical positioning: A line of warriors can block

incoming enemies or force them to engage or go around. The explosive bomb wielded by the Sapper can literally dismember
units as body parts explode and fly into the air. Injuries and severed limbs stain the ground realistically with blood.

CAMPAIGN

A dark force has risen in the west, obliterating any who stand in its wake. The last living races have banded together to change
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the course of fate, setting Deadhold's campaign in motion. Told from the perspective of the narrator, you'll uncover the history
of the blight, and the truth that lies behind their creation. The 16 mission campaign challenges you to wield the power of the

gods, using tactics and strategy to overcome the onslaught of an overwhelming evil force.

In campaign, the scale of Deadhold’s player choice becomes clear. As a paragon of the Empire, players will choose a Deity in
which to specialize. Spells are unlocked as players earn experience, allowing them to customize their play style. Players can

further customize their builds by slotting relics, runes, and gems, which can drop from defeated enemies.

A tier based leveling system adds significant replay value to the campaign missions. As players progress through each tier, new
and greater challenges and rewards await them: boss-fights, different enemy patrols and tactics, additional mission objectives,

and higher quality items.

MULTIPLAYER

Competitive multiplayer in Deadhold supports team and free for all play, with up to 8 players in a variety of maps and
gamemodes. Leaderboards and tournaments are planned additions during Steam Early Access.
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Title: Deadhold
Genre: Action, Adventure, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Dark Quarry Games
Publisher:
Dark Quarry Games
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD7000, Geforce 645/860, Intel HD5000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires a 5 megabit broadband connection.

English
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Simply a good time!. I may have already reviewed this product but feel like doing so again after having it for a while.

First of all I really like it. I am amature with this kind of softewar but can pick it up and make some cool things. Mostly for
export to other programs as a backgound. It is really easy to make beautiful creations with it.

Pros: Fun, Different and beautiful. It also runs flawlessly for me.

Cons: Developers are a small team and do not update often. I might be doing something wrong but importing PNG to more than
one layer?

. 100% rip off of Hero Quest. Yes please! But it could have tried more to be more than that. Bags of potential left untapped. If
this had more content, bad guys, variety and er, game, I'd buy it and support it.

On a positive note, it would make a great mobile game and it is also cheap. Although I'd say this game brings outstanding
gameplay elements, and offers a genuinely good experience. As of right now, it's much too buggy. I've been sent outside of the
map several times, and some times, it can ruin any progression you've made thus far. I'll have to check back in later to see if
these glitches have been patched.

Edit: Turns out whatever was wrong with my game, had to do with my FPS. Even though I had a problem, I don't want it to turn
anybody off from this game. If you're half interested, just buy it. It's a super fun and entertaining, and the developers seem
super cool and on top of things!. A very fun bullet-hell shooter.

The main gimmick is that you can choose between 8 types of dolls, each with heavily varying abilities, and none ever come out
as useless. You can buy multiple of each, as they act as your lives, and you can also use these dolls, when their FLOW is
maxed\/after a set amount of time, to bump into the enemies (easier said than done in most cases) and unleash a powerful
explosion, the key to success in this game. These are really fun and rewarding mechanics.

Given it's a bullet-hell, expect it to be pretty tough.. A mellow, solid game with a decent story. Definitely worth checking out for
the price point, especially considering the length.. One of my favorite games for sure. If you're bored and need a way to burn
some time and don't have a lot of money I suggest picking this game up. After beating it the first time you then unlock 3
different character all with unique features to them which makes for a fun time when playing through the game again with
them. Also, a great speedrun if you're looking for a metroidvania game to run.. i really love this game but it did not have an asia
region or server so i lag a lot that is why i can only play the traaining mode so i call out to the developers to make an asia server
for me please to enjoy the game. This game is a bit of a joke... but at least it's funny. It's quite fun to explore all the nooks and
crannies searching for secret bits and achievements. It definitely gave me a laugh or two.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0j8A3AYlhMc
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Nobody likes Atto... All the robots are rude to him :(

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fc3wGwZs8nQ. I liked this one. Standard HOG but a middle eastern prince of persia vibe. I
will say this. I did not find all the hidden dingers. Honestly I wasn't even sure there was one per scene cause I looked but did not
find. Maybe use a guide if you want all the locations. Storyline was decent if a bit predictable. Voice acting didn't make me
want to kill anyone either so theres a plus. Give it a whirl if you like this sort of game.. voice controls horrible!!!! camra to !!!
very little units and verity!!! english not my langauge. Lovely game with a good arcade vibe and a stunning pixel art style. So far
so good after my first 1,5h.. Wish the quests and direction you had to go was more clearly defined. Once you understand the
games story development logic and enjoy the style of game play of a side scroller and dungeon explorer this game is for you. A
nice blend of somewhere between Kid Icarus, Metroid and Zelda. Good Job.. Enjoyable at first but gets boring real fast.
Free2Play but 100% pay2win in later levels. Updates include nothing other than new gamebreaking pets and cosmetics. The
actual bugs are never fixed and LH Support is the definition of 'Useless'.
Used to be 10/10 but sadly its 3/10 now.. Prostitute simulator 2015
Donald Trump simulator 2015
Hobo simulator 2015
Mob Boss simulator 2015
So many simulators in one game!
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